ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION IS HARMFUL
Electromagnetic pollution by Wi-Fi, mobile, etc. is ubiquitious and today‘s greatest source of environmental stress.
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HAMONI® HARMONIZER: HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
PROTECTION FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION
THE HAMONI® HARMONIZER STRONGLY REDUCES
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS CAUSED BY
ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION.
IT THEREBY ACHIEVES AN IDEAL MENTAL AND
PHYSICAL HARMONIZATION OF YOUR LIVING SPACE!
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- Increased penetration
of pollutants into brain
- Alzheimer‘s, dementia
- Depression
- Attention Deficit
Syndrome (ADS)
- Cognitive damage
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Body and mind
will say
„Thank you!“
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- Disturbed melatonin production
- Weak immune system
- Sleep disorders, fatigue
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3. pineal
gland

2. pituitary
- Increased stimulation
of adrenal cortex
- Increased secretion of
stress hormone cortisol

This chronic stress can cause a variety of ailments and
illnesses like sleep disorders (very frequently), cardiovascular diseases, depression, dementia, tinnitus, diabetes, digestion disorders, infertility and many more. Ever increasing
wireless communication and the “internet of things” will in
future substantially increase this danger to our health.
Note: For more information on electromagnetic pollution
and geopathic stress please consult our websites.
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Body stress levels of several test subjects were measured both with and without the Hamoni® Harmonizer
set up. The test result was clear: „Indeed the result in
each of these tests for each test subject was a significant reduction of the body’s total stress index when the
Hamoni® Harmonizer was set up at the test location.”
Test administrator Udo Grundmann, building biologist, former head
of the German association of advancement of frequency medicine.
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SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES BODY STRESS AS
PROVEN IN HEART-RATE-VARIABILITY TEST

test
administrator,
Mr. Udo
Grundmann

test subjects
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Highly effective protection from electromagnetic
pollution (mobile, Wi-Fi, ...) and geopathic stress.
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Research team: Scientists, engineers and practitioners with long-standing, extensive experience.

Two-component technology: Electronic component
and component based on solid state physics.

User feedback shows great improvement in diverse,
partially severe and chronic illnesses and ailments.
Measurement of heart-rate-variability shows: Chronic
stress levels are strongly reduced in all test subjects.
2 medical practitioners show highly beneficial effects
on health of diverse organs in several patients.
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NLS-DIAGNOSIS TEST RESULTS PROMPT MEDICAL
PRACTITIONER TO TALK ABOUT A “MIRACLE”
„Where use of up to 40 different homeopathic remedies,
Bach flowers etc. was only able to achieve an average
improvement of 20%–30%, the Harmonizer yielded an
energetic improvement of approx. 80%! Improvements
of 80% like observed when using the Hamoni® Harmonizer are extremely rare to achieve when testing a range
of drugs. Each year we normally only observe this miracle (these test results) in extremely few patients...“

Mr. Lothar Kappes, medical practitioner from 38518 Gifhorn, Germany
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Strong increase of cell health and melatonin levels.
Only 1 device protects even large houses up to 500 m2.
No batteries or external power supply required. Device
uses energy-harvesting technology for power supply.
Maintenance-free. Durable. Compact (11 x 6 x 3 cm).
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Energetic improvements in organs of selected patients, measured
with NLS diagnostic device “Metascan”.
A further test by medical practitioner Mr. Stefan Mattausch from
Nuremberg, Bavaria, can be found on our website.

